Relations of Bezoutians of polynomial matrices with truncated block Hankel matrices are discussed.
. 
Clearly Mf is nonsingular. Thus (4) can be written as
In [l] Anderson and Jury studied generalized Bezoutians and block
Hankel matrices where the role of the polynomials f and g in (1) and (2) 
THEOREM 2.

H = NFBND. (9)
In contrast to the scalar case, we cannot derive (9) simply by inverting the matrices M, and M,. This is only possible if the leading coefficient 
Y$+l
and MF' = NF, Furthermore, if D, is invertible, then ML' = ND and (9) is an obvious consequence of (8).
In this note we give a proof of (9) together with a new proof of (8).
Proof of Theorem 1. 
For A in (7) we obtain
We want to show that @ and z) are polynomial matrices. As (11) is a minimal realization, we know [2] that the matrices zZ -A and M are left coprime, i.e. 
(zZ -A)X(z)+ MY(z) = Z for some X E Knx"[z], Y E KqX"[z]. Then X + (zZ-A)-'MY=(zZ-A)-' and FLX+FW2'=FL(zZ-A)p'=f. From (6) follows FW = G, hence F' E KPX"[~]. Therefore
@)=F(z)L(zZ-A)-'=(Z,,zZ,,...,t'-'Z,)M,
Similarly
a_f=h.
The projections r+ and r_ are extended componentwise to vectors and matrices of rational functions.
Proof of Theorem 2. Because of (8) the relation (9) is equivalent to
and (12) is true if
and
H = N,M,H. (13b)
It is obvious that and H,,,(W) = NFMFHr,J W) imply (13a) and (13b). We will prove (14). Note that (y-1Z,y~2Z,.. 
.)H,,,(W) = (W(y),~_yW(y),...,~~y"~'W(y)). (15)
Then and Hence the diagram yields H = NFBND, which is Theorem 2.
